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 During the plasma expansion in the divergent magnetic 

field resembling the nozzle, the momentum conversion 

processes can frequently occur as results of interaction 

with the spontaneously formed electric fields and the 

magnetic fields [1,2]. The electrostatic ion acceleration 

by the electric fields does not increase the total axial 

momentum [3], where the electron pressure is converted 

into the ion dynamic momentum [4], while the Lorentz 

force arising from the internal plasma current and the 

applied field enhances the axial momentum of the 

plasma flow [5-7]. These processes are useful for the 

electric propulsion device called a magnetic nozzle rf 

plasma thruster. The thrust generation physics has been 

vigorously investigated over the last several years; the 

thruster performance has been improved based on the 

scientific understanding of the physical processes [8-10] 

Here the highest thruster efficiency of the magnetic 

nozzle rf plasma thruster, approaching 30% thruster 

efficiency, will be presented [11]. In the experiment, a 

cusp magnetic field, which isolates the plasma from the 

source wall, is applied inside the source, while 

maintaining the magnetic nozzle structure downstream of 

the source, as shown in Fig.1. The result can be 

qualitatively well explained by considering the change in 

the loss area and the plasma volume in a global model of 

the plasma production and a magnetic nozzle model. 

When operating it in space, the plasma has to be finally 

detached from the magnetic nozzle inevitably forming 

closed magnetic field lines further downstream; 

otherwise, the plasma will return to the thruster along the 

closed fields. The unmagnetized ions having a larger 

gyro-radius than the plasma scale can be easily detached 

from the field lines, while the electrons are magnetized 

in typical magnetic field strength. In the thruster 

configuration, a coherent fluctuation around 40 kHz has 

been detected at the peripheral region of the magnetic 

nozzle, where the ion deviation from the magnetic field 

lines are significant. The inward cross-field transport of 

the electrons has recently been discovered in our 

laboratory experiment for the first time [12], which is 

induced by the spontaneously excited electrostatic mode 

wave in the magnetic nozzle. Comparison between the 

wave-induced electron flux and the steady-state ion flux 

suggests that the cross-field inward electron transport 

significantly contribute to neutralize the ion flux 

deviating from the magnetic field lines. Spontaneously 

excited plasma waves often degrade the performance of 

the plasma-based device (e.g., fusion reactors), while the 

present study shows the beneficial effect on the thruster 

operation in space. Therefore, the result will open the 

new perspective for the role of the plasma waves in the 

plasma application technology. 
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Fig.1: Calculated magnetic field lines and measured ion 

saturation current of the magnetic nozzle rf plasma 

thruster providing 30 % efficiency. 


